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Workbook



Prepare for Liftoff

Listings 
Shop Upgrades
Next Level Customer Service
Overcommunicating Shipping Details
Marketing

This workbook is a lot. Don't let it overwhelm you.
Take the pieces bit by bit and implement those
strategies that you feel will work best for you and
your business.

We'll be focusing on 5 different aspects of your
business:

Each of these areas is important in its
own way. As far as timing goes, 
take care of listings and 
marketing now. Then, 
implement shop upgrades and
customer service as soon as 
possible. And have your shipping
details communicated at least
three weeks out from your 
"order by" date.
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Create duplicates to add holiday-focused
titles and tags
Use your Etsy stats to determine your top sellers.
Duplicate those listings and adjust the title, tags,
and descriptions to reflect the season and match
your new sections.

Upgrade Your Listings

Add Gift or Holiday-focused sections
Add shop sections with search terms like Gifts
Under $20, Gifts Under $50, and Gifts for Her. Then,
duplicate existing listings to fill up those sections.

Add listing videos where they are missing.

Add 2 or 3 vertical images to your listings
and use this for saving to Pinterest.

Add notification/graphic images to let
customers know your current processing
times and final "order by" date for delivery
by 12/24.

Update your descriptions, where 
necessary.
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Upgrades to Your Shop

Combine Products to Create Bundles
Take the guesswork out of shopping and create
bundles of products/patterns for your customers.
Price them at a small discount to encourage this
upsell.

Add Rush Processing Options to Your
Variations
If this is a strategy you'd like to use, use your variations
to add rush processing with additional pricing.

Add Holiday Cheer to Your Listing Photos

Create Gift Sets

These are like bundles on steroids. Merchandise the
gift sets to the nines and let customers know you'll
send the wrapped set right to the recipient. 

Add Gift Wrapping

Etsy makes it easy to offer gift wrapping. Wrap a sample
box, brand it up, take a great photo, and give your
customer a great gifting experience. 

Add a Holiday or Winter Themed Banner
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Create a Great
Customer Experience

Thank You for your purchase
Your package is on its way
Your package has been delivered
Thank you for the amazing review!

Thank You for your purchase
Thank you for the amazing review!
Also, add a small gift pattern with purchase
Add a special message and email list invitation
inside your pattern PDF

Over-communicate to mitigate problems and
create a memorable buying experience.

Product sellers, send the following messages
for each order.

Designers, send the following messages

Be sure to communicate right within the Etsy
platform. Find Swipe Copy in this document.
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Order your shipping supplies NOW

Set up a shipping station with all the supplies you'll need

Find help getting packages to the post office or schedule
pickup

Add your "order by" date to your shop announcement.

Use Etsy bulk edit to add your "order by" date plus
expected processing time to all of your listings.

Use Etsy bulk edit to add an "order by" date agreement
notification to your personalization field.

Use app.getvela.com to bulk edit the image on your listings
and add an "order by" date graphic to all listings. (Text for
this agreement is in the swipe files, here.)

Shipping
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Marketing
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Start marketing on Pinterest
Create a "Handmade Christmas Gifts" board or
whatever is appropriate for your niche.
Pin one listing a day.
Bonus: Schedule that pin to up to 10 boards, spaced
every 7 days.

Run Etsy Ads
Determine a daily budget and run Etsy ads for your
entire shop or just your best sellers. Whichever
works for you.

Thank You Coupon

Sent a coupon with your Thank You email
Once you determine your Cyber Week promotions,
consider sending a special, stackable coupon in
your Thank You for Purchase email. (I'll share 
how to do this later in the week.)


